




by Joyce Esser 
Campus landscaping may not be 
important to many, but any environment 
that looks and feels friendly has a 
positive effect. 
HSU and’/most other college campuses 
tend to have a savanna landscape—ivy, 
lawn, trees and bushes, designed by 
landscape architects who do not live in 
the area they are planning for. 
“Humboldt is not a very friendly 
campus,’ said Dr. Tom Gallagher, 
natural resources professor. ‘‘It 
doesn’t provide places to sit in the sun, or 
shelter from the wind.”’ 
Gallagher used to be a landscape 
architect, but became frustrated with the 
profession because of lack of sensitivity 
to the environment. He got his masters in 
natural resources to learn about ecology, 
then his Ph.D. in environmental 
psychology to understand how people 
think ecologically and the way their 
environment affects them. 
Simplicity important 
‘‘Landscape architects believe in 
simplicity,’’ Gallagher said. ‘‘The small- 
est number of elements to make a 
statement.” 
“So you end up with all ivy and one or 
two trees, which has been damaging to 
the environment,” he said. 
Gallagher did his doctorial dissertation 
on ‘‘Visual Preferences For Alternative 
Natural Landscapes,” a study of how 
people in cities perceive nature. 
Ideas sprout 
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Disabled 
find aid in 
by Richard Green 
The Art-Home Economics build- 
ing, Founders Hall, and the 
Language Arts building are all 
receiving elevators in a construc- 
tion project aimed at helping 
mobility-impaired people at 
HSU, said Dorsey Longmire, 
campus facilities planner. 
“Construction on the Art-Home 
Economics and Language Arts 
* buildings is a combined project 
° complete with walkway installa- 
tion between the two buildings,” 
Longmire said. ‘‘The walkways 
are designed to accomodate 
wheelchairs.” 
The Founders Hall elevator 
installation required the building 
of an elevator shaft designed to 
match the architectural style of 
the 65 year-old building. 
Mobility problems 
“Some mobility problems for 
the handicapped person at HSU 
will certainly be alleviated by the 
new elevators,” said Jo Anne 
Hartenstein, coordinator of dis- 
abled student services. ‘But 
there are many areas on campus 
which still prove troublesome to 
the handicapped student.”’ 
The services offered by Har- 
tenstein’s office include registra- 
tion, handicapped parking, ad- 
visement, orientation and com- 
munity outreach.   ‘‘We currently have close to 50 
handicapped students which a- 
vail themselves of our services,”’ 
Hartenstein said. ‘‘Other people 
that can be benefited by some of 
our services just do not feel like 
participating in the program.”’ 
The combination of inclement 
weather and architectural de- 
ficiencies make HSU a _ hard 
campus for the handicapped to 
get acclimated to, according to 
Hartenstein. 
The Administration building 
has no elevator and poses 
problems for handicapped people 
who wish to go to the upper floor. 
Partially in response to this 
problem, plans for an Adminis- 
tration building elevator have 
been drawn up by campus 
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by Sue Hance 
The first annual Redwood Area 
Community Conference will be held this 
weekend at the Red Lion Motor Inn in 
Eureka. 
The conference will be a two-day event, 
beginning on Friday evening from 7:00 
until 10:00, and then continuing on 
Saturday starting at 9:00 a.m. 
The content of the conference will be a 
mixture of papers, panels and workshops 
offering ideas on ‘Real Alternatives 
Choice & Change.’’ 
Just a few of the topics to be covered 
are: adoption, sexuality, biofeedback, 
interpersonal communication and as- 
pects of nursing. 
There will be a no-host cocktail party 
and banquet on Saturday. 
At 9:00 p.m. on Saturday there will be a 
12-hour marathon. It will be an 
“experiential’’ marathon and will give 
participants a new way to use ideas 
learned in the conference. 
Redwood slides 
‘‘Redwoods Through the Sea- 
sons’’ is a slide presentation that 
will be shown Nov. 17 at 7:30 p.m. 
in the HSU Science building, 
room 135. 
Photographer Larry Ulrich will 
narrate the presentation, ex- 
plaining ecosystems and showing 
the seasonal beauty of the 
redwoods. 
A campus club, Humboldt 
Tomorrow, is sponsoring the 
show. There is no admission 
charge.    
Saag: 
Participants can receive either one 
unit in psychology, one unit in education 
or one C.E.U. Nurses. These units can be 
received for attending the conference 
both days. 
On Friday evening from 7-10, a basic 
course in Transactional Analysis will be 
offered. Information used in this course 
combined with the 12-hour marathon will 
allow participants to receive a certificate, 
Participation in the 12-hour marathon 
will also allow participants to receive pne 
C.E.U. Nurses. 
Units can be obtained through HSU’s 
office of continuing education. The cost of 
each unit is $10.00. 
Purpose of conference 
According to Lewis Quinby, conference 
coordinator, the purpose of the 
conference is ‘‘To get people to learn 
more about themselves, to learn about 
human behavior.” 
“It will also be a way of learning about 
new agencies that have been developed 
in the area,’’ Quinby said. 
Quinby, who has been in this area since 
1960, has a master’s degree in social 
work and is a licensed clinical social 
worker. 
When asked about the people present- 
ing the different papers, panels and 
workshops Quinby said, ‘‘The presenters 
are all qualified people, all being 
recognized in their fields in some way. 
2.3 percent of the presenters are from 
this area and 1.3 percent are from out of 
town.”’ 
Quinby feels that since people from out 
of the area will be participating there will 
be an excellent opportunity for inter- 
change of ideas. 
He said that since Humboldt is an 
isolated area in a lot of ways the 
conference will be ‘‘a good mixer for 
people who are interested in human 
behavior.”’ 
   
He also said, ‘“‘The conference will 
show ways for people to get on with life 
and living.”’ 
Sheryl Cohen is one of the people who 
will be presenting information during the 
conference. 
Cohen has a master’s in psychology 
and has been working with Quinby as a 
co-therapist for the last eight months. 
She is also involved with HSU’s Residen- 
tial Life office. 
Positive experience 
She feels the conference should be a 
positive experience for all involved. 
When asked why she was doing the 
workshops Cohen said, “I like doing 
workshops. There are a lot of ways of 
inviting people to examine their lives. 
It’s also a good excuse to get out and 
meet people.” 
Cohen will be involved with the 
presentation of two workshops. She said, 
‘“‘The workshop I’m most excited about is 
called ‘Only 351 Days ‘Til Summer 
Vacation.’ The idea for it came about 
when three of us got together and talked 
about the different jobs we'd had and the 
attitudes we had toward those jobs. The 
thing we discovered is that it doesn’t 
make any difference what the job is - it’s 
just how you do it. 
“In preparing for this workshop I’ve 
learned a lot about my attitude towards 
work. So in many ways this will have 
been as much a learning experience for 
me as it will be for people who attend the 
workshop,”’ Cohen said. 
The costs of the two day conference 
are: Pre-registration $15.00 
On-site registration $20.00 
Sat. banquet $6.50 
Marathon $25.00 
For more information concerning the 
conference you can pick up brochures at 
HSU’s nursing department or at the 
office of continuing education. Informa- 
tion can also be obtained by calling Lewis 
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On Nov. 10 and 11, the Mai-Kai 
Apartments, located behind the 
HSU library on private property, 
and the University Police re- 
ceived threats that the Mai-Kai 
complex would be bombed. 
Police surmised that the caller is 
a young male with a slight 
accent. The same person directed 
his bomb threats to both the 
Mai-Kai manager and University 
Police. Though no explosion oc 
cured, Arcata police are investi- 
gating the incident. 
In other campus police activity 
during the week of Nov. 7-13: 
Nov. 7 — A 39-year-old Eureka 
woman was cited for possession 
of less than one ounce of 
marijuana at the west gym. 
Nov. 8 — Ted Kerstetter of 
Arcata reported the theft of an 
industrial hand drill from the 
marine lab in Trinidad. 
Nov. 9 — A Department of 
Public Safety spokesman report- 
ed that a truck used by the 
Commander Cody band to trans- 
port equipment drove over the 
women’s playing field at HSU. 
Estimated damage: $60.00... 
Grant Eric Hoag of Arcata 
reported the theft of two pool cues 
and a carrying case from the 
gameroom of the University 
Center. 
Nov. 11 — Martin C. Wood- 
worth of Chinquapin Hall re- 
ported an acitivated fire alarm in 
that building. 
Nov. 12 — Karen Ander of 
Arcata told police she saw three 
three-wheeled motorcycles oper- 
ating within the preserve bounda- 
ries of Lanphere-Christensen 
Dunes. All of the suspects were 
male. 
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by Ken Smith 
The Redwood National Park (RNP) expansion 
issue has raised the hackles of lumber companies and 
the hopes of Semper Virens savers, created 
controversy, confusion and despair and has left one 
resident of Humboldt County tired of the still unsettled 
question. 
As an initially apathetic observer I have been 
indoctrinated into, and left floundering in the midst of, 
the propaganda being issued from both sides. 
I have lived in Humboldt County for two years and 
frankly, Scarlett, I really didn’t give a damn either 
way until my editor gave me the assignment of a story 
about the park expansion with a new “angle.” 
My first difficulties with the story began when I 
started pulling files entitled, Redwood National Park, 
Emerald Creek Committee, Straight Arrow, Eco- 
News, etc., etc. 
Lot of literature 
We have all heard these names, but what do they 
represent? - a hell of a lot of literature dating back to 
1967 when the park was created. 
After reading through about half of the files and 
realizing that I could not possibly give a historical 
account of the park, I decided to give my account. 
My first concern seemed to center on the economic 
impact foreseen by the lumber companies and 
government officials. 
The McKillop report said that 2500 forest-related 
jobs would be lost with the expansion of the park as 
originally proposed. Latest estimates by the 
government are in the 1600 to 2000 jobs-lost-range. 
Loss to mechanization 
The ‘‘conservationists” claim fewer jobs will be 
lost. They also claim that those jobs would eventually 
to lost to mechanization and depletion of harvestable 
forest lands. 
I talked on the phone with Herb Peterson of 
Simpson Lumber Company, one of the three companies 
who feel the effects of the park expansion. 
“There has been an actual gain in forestry-related 
jobs,” he said. He also told me Simpson only has 9-10 
percent of the logging operations in the Redwood Creek 
area where the park is situated. 
Peterson added the McKillop report was correct 
and the proposed park expansion, if approved, would 
definitely and negatively effect Humboldt County’s 
economic base. 
Fanatical obsession 
I began to wonder about all those hollering 
“conservationists” and their fanatical obsession with 
redwood trees. That’s when I saw some unbelievable 
photos of the cutover areas surrounding the park. 
Pictures don’t lie, do they? I couldn’t help but 
wonder about the cropping, the angle, and the 
photographer. What was the angle there? 
: fim 
Glycerin Soap 
NOB Iolst. Arcata      
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Citizen tired 
of Park issue 
When I was driving to Crescent City one rainy 
afternoon I saw the answer to my picture-question. A 
red clay, bald, treeless, moon mountain on which sat 
some sort of cable device, stood before me. I was 
dumbfounded. Why would any one in his right mind do 
that to a beautiful section of redwood forest? For the 
lumber and MONEY, of course. 
Logging country 
This is logging country. Wood products and logs 
have paid for most of what is in Humboldt County. It 
takes money to make the world go round. 
In this area it is the redwood, pine, spruce 
hemlock and other species of trees that make or break 
the economy. Still I couldn’t help but think there had to 
be a better way. 
Rudy Becking, an HSU natural resources 
professor, settled my pained feeling about the clear 
cutting for a few moments. His criticism of the 
McKillop report included times of regeneration for 
clear cut areas. 
Some solace 
I found some solace in knowing that redwood trees 
can be mature, timber-yielding forests again in sixty 
years. SIXTY YEARS. I would be in my 90’s before 
that bald mountain would have any tall trees again. 
Of course many conifers regenerate faster, but 
redwoods were there once and it seems they should 
continue to grow where they always had. 
Again I was feeling somewhat hostile towards the 
lumber companies. They cut everything in their parcel 
and then replant. Seemed okay, but what about all that 
exposed mountain dirt in that heavy rain? 
The Emerald Creek Committee says it runs down 
the logging roads and fills up the creeks. They say the 
creek beds in RNP are as much as nine feet higher 
than in 1964 because of clear cutting. Some more 
pictures comparing the creek beds are on my table and 
I have to agree. 
Reasonable point 
One reasonable point the lumber companies make 
is of the area of preserved redwoods. There a e now 283 
square miles of redwoods in parks and preserves. That 
does seem like a lot of redwood trees to me. But then 
what does it mean to preserve them? I used to think 
that it just meant to keep them around for oohing and 
ahhing. It also means that the loggers cannot cut 
Who pays for the preserved trees? The American 
taxpayer does. All 283 square miles of redwood are 
paid for by the average job holder and eventually the 
student who will be in the job market. 
“Lot of bucks”’ 
How much is this park going to cost? Pick a dollar 
figure from five hundred million to one billion. That is 
a lot of bucks to pay for some tall trees that are eight 
miles up a trail in. . . what was that county again? If I 
was living in Florida and wasn’t into seeing the tallest 
trees in RNP or caring if they fell down, I might be a 
little hesitant to pay my taxes for them. 
I do live in this county and I do wonder about all 
those bucks going into saving a few more redwood 
trees 
The federal government is sending ‘‘payment in 
lieu of taxes.” There will be a federally-monied project 
to create or expand other sectors of taxable industry in 
Humboldt and Del Norte counties, if things go well in 
the legislature. 
Initial deficit 
The question is, ‘‘Will it be enough to: offset the 
initial deficit?’’ The lumber companies don’t think so. 
They have vested, financial interests in the property 
proposed for expansion. They are worried about laying 
people off, if and when the expansion comes. 
For right now, the companies — Arcata Redwood, 
Simpson, and Louisiana-Pacific — are still cutting 
under their current harvest permits. People are still 
working. 
There are no new harvesting permits being issued 
at this time. The conservationists and pro-expansion- 
ists are happy about this, but the logging companies 
are not. 
Coming to stalemate 
Things seem to be coming to a stalemate. With no 
new harvesting permits being issued and pressure 
being put on not to issue permits, there may be a real 
moratorium. 
The park expansion bill is in the Senate, but the 
chances are that Alan Cranston, (D-Calif.), will not be 
able to introduce it for debate during this term. If 
not, then it will be January before any legislative 
action can be taken. 
So here we are. The lumber companies are still 
cutting, and the conservation groups are still 
screaming. 
Who is really coming out ahead in this thing, and 
who is getting the dirty end of the stick? But, as a 
novice observer, I would have to say that the American 
taxpayer loses, the Humboldt County resident loses, 
the conservationists are going to be compromised and 
the lumber companies will NOT go out of business. 
A few jobs will be lost to the expansion and the tall 
trees will be ‘‘saved”’ if the expansion happens. 
A philosopher once asked, ‘Will any one know the 
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Two weeks ago The Lumberjack published 
an article (Nov. 2, pg. 20) about a housing report 
from the Humboldt Housing Action Project 
(HHAP). In reviewing the report we felt the 
sampling group was suspect and therefore the 
results may not have been completely accurate. 
We are still not convinced of its absolute ac- 
curacy but the uproar created by the report 
leads us to speculate there may be more truth 
there than we first suspected. 
Kevin Gladstone, HHAP coordinator, 
presented the report to the Arcata City Council 
at a study session last week. The meeting was 
heavily attended by persons with a vested in- 
terest in the local housing situation and, 
naturally enough, were highly critical of the 
report. 
They made assertions about low to non- 
existent profit margins, moderate rent inflation 
rates, compared Arcata to other ‘‘resort areas”’ 
and, according to the Times-Standard, one 
person claimed students are not ‘economic 
units.” 
If there is so little money to be made in 
housing construction and rentals then HHAP’s 
suggestions for cooperatively owned and 
operated housing, rent stabilization and sub- 
sidized rents are all the more compelling. 
HHAP’s critics seem to be saying to Arcata, 
‘If you follow up any of the report’s suggestions 
we won‘t build anything and then you'll really 
have a housing problem.’ 
Such a Machiavellian approach to the 
housing crisis is clearly inappropriate. The end 
result of heavy handed housing politics will be a 
further escalating rent structure accompanied 
by skyrocketing land and property values. Only 
the very wealthy will be able to afford property. 
They will exploit nonproperty owners to the hilt 
of the shaft under the banner ‘property rights 
uber alles.’’ 
The city council is to be commended for 
creating a task force to investigate alleged 
abuses in the local housing industry. Perhaps we 
are living in the best of all possible worlds but it 
is more likely there is room for improvement. If 
the industry cannot change itself from within 
then it must be changed from the outside before 







I would like to thank Lisa Gates 
for writing about some of the 
issues concerning the use of 
temporary positions for faculty. 
I would also like to make a 
small, but essential, correction. 
In response to Lisa’s question of 
why the university has been using 
temporary positions, I was 
quoted as saying that it for 
financial reasons ‘‘they needed to 
lay off, it would be better to have 
all these temporary positions.” 
My actual words were ‘‘easier for 
the university” and not ‘‘better!”’ 
The distinction to me is quite 
important. 
: Mary Gruber : 
asst. professor psychology ©   
Last week we published an 
article concerning the number of 
temporary, part-time, full-time, 
and tenured faculty that incor- 
rectly state the journalism, 
philosophy and theater arts 
departments had no tenured 
women faculty. 
Since then we have double 
checked our source, a computer 
print out from academic planning 
and discovered several errors. 
While the print out listed one 
tenured woman in philosophy and 
another in theater arts it failed to 
list three other tenured women in 
theater arts. 
The computer also failed to list 
three tenured women in physical 
education, one in foreign lan- 
guages and one in psychology. 
A woman in the journalism 
department recently received 
tenure and the computer roll,has |. 
not-yet been updated. ------- ~~} .   
letters tothe editor | — 
Social hassle 
Editor: 
I need to get this off my chest 
(so to speak) : 
Don’t you men out there get 
embarrasseuwhen you try to look 
successful by shaming the op- 
posite-weaker sex? 
This hits me as a woman who 
likes to walk in the evenings or 
enter a bar alone without having 
to seek protection from a male 
escort. You see, if I don’t have an 
escort I find that I’m im- 
mediately considered a target for 
aggression as a_ heterosexual 
In a letter from Deborah Gale, 
director of Building Math Confi- 
dence, last week a sentence was 
inadvertantly omitted. The 
penultimate paragraph should 
have read: 
Third, I would like to add that 
there are two grants involving 
members of the mathematics 
department. Phyllis Chinn re- 
ceived a Minigrant from HSU to 
develop materials on Women in 
Science and Mathematics. A 
separate innovative teaching 
grant was funded by the 
chancellor’s office for Building 
Math Confidence in Women. This 
latter grant proposal involved 
many hours of work by Susan 
Frances and Mary Gruber in 
psychology, and by Merle Friel, 
Phyllis Chinn and myself of the 
mathematics department. 
Cos 
is it stable? = Ag has heen til now 
loneliness placebo. 
Men will talk to me as if I’m not 
really there—come ons—only my 
epidermis exists to them. Do you 
really think that we are flattered 
when you tell us we have nice 
tits? I am amazed that you are 
not embarrussed!Then we have to 
play this little game, pretending 
you really don’t exist and the 







Another commonembarr assment 
these men should feel is when 
they make a woman the object of 
outright harassment. Wolf whist- 
les, pinches; things to make us 
blush. This is an old game, I 
remember it from grade school. 
When we do blush or run away, 
you win. A small ego stroke for 
your superiority. Would you 
subject a weaker male to such 
harassment? The latter entails 
Humboldt State University 
Nelson Hall 6 
Arcata Calif. 95521 
826-3271 
Editor LINDSEY MCWILLIAMS 
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letter... 
more of a risk. In the former 
action you are almost sure of 
victory. 
When women refuse to seek 
refuge from this harassment by 
having a man physically present, 
refuse to let men be successful in 
their silly superiority games, 
recognize that ‘‘nice tits’’ aren’t 
regarded as an asset but a 
distraction. When it is not novel 
to be a woman alone and 
therefore a lone woman will not 
rate any special attention. (How I 
wish to be so unworthy!) Then 
maybe men will see their actions 





I am in complete agreement 
with the sentiments expressed in 
the letter from Sharon Zoumbaris 
(Nov. 9, 1977) regarding the 
destruction of the grassy plot 
between the Art and Theater Arts 
buildings. I don’t think she goes 
far enough in her indignation. 
This idiocy can only be the work 
of some bureaucrat in Long 
Beach or Sacramento— certainly 
no local administrator would be a 
party to it. 
I suspect that someone has a 
belief that we should not sit on the 
grass (god knows there is little 
enough dry grass to use). This 
person appears to have decided 
the way to keep us off the grass is 
to fill all grassy areas with 
corcrete and oversized planters 
(or perhaps it is a concrete 
hot-tub). 
My feelings are running so 
strong on this matter that I am 
willing to’ be the recipient of 
pledges in money, time, or use of 
borrowed trucks. I propose that 
anyone who feels we should 
restore the grassy area to its 
original condition send me a note 
(c-o Physics Department). In the 
note tell me your name, phone 
number and address; tell me 
what you will pledge. If I collect 
enough pledges, I will propose a 
contract with the university to 
destroy the planter (unless it 
really is a hot-tub) and return 
that area to grass so that we may 
once again use it on a sunny day. 
In the meantime perhaps the 
local administration could take 
note of the feelings against the 
concreting of Humboldt State and 
support us in this endeavor. 
Frederick P. Cranston 
prof. of physics 
Thanks Dan 
Editor: 
Thank you Daniel A. Faulk. 
You have finally made my mind 
up for me on the park expansion 
issue. Though undecided, as a 
former member of the Sierra 
Club, I had entertained a 
tendency to favor the park 
expansion movement ‘Yet to do 
this I must(1) denounce capita- 
lism and its consequent expoita- 
tion of the working class (who 
can barely afford gas for their 
$9000 pickups); (2) incessantly 
reprobate our infliction of capita- 
lism (read that imperialism) 
upon the oppressed third world 
and other such sociobabble; and 
3) be expected to beleivethat the 
Carter administration is pro- 
moting nuclear energy; then I’d 
just as soon forget the whole 
thing. 
At first I thought the holey 
crusade or smoke.screen in your 
letter was a bit tongue-in-cheek, 
but, alas, after seven years of 
being a student at Hunholdt, I 
am still surprised by what some 
of my fellow students will take 
seriously. The only convincing 
testimony you gave for exploita- 
tion of the workers was the 





P.S. The Sierra Club would 
probably appreciate if it in the 
future you did not endorse them 
in public. 
  
Questions or comments should be addressed to the editor. 
The deadline for letters is noon Friday before publication. 
Letters should be no more than one double spaced typewritten 
page. All letters are subject to editing.     




Politics is not always received as an enjoyable aspect of 
life. Many of us have experienced the surprises and 
back-biting effects of one person’s influence and preferences 
on another. 
Students may find a recent political action on campus 
interesting. It is similar to most seemingly unnecessary acts, 
but this time students can choose to do something about it 
before it is too late. 
Carol Zettler is a student majoring in women’s studies at 
HSU. She ts a minority in that she not only bubbles 
with enthusiasm but she also has the ability to express 
herself articulately and channel her dreams into realities. 
Recently, Zettler proposed that a Women’s Health class be 
added to the curriculum. The class proposal was a product of 
her dreams and her energies hoped to be taught by her. 
The class has already been accepted by the curriculum 
committee—a preliminary indication that the class would be 
beneficial to students. 
The political side of this story comes in deciding on the 
instructor. Dr. Larry Kerker, chairman and professor of 
health and physical education, is the person designated to 
choose the instructor. After approving the class’ outline, 
Kerker is now not sure Zettler would be the best instructor 
for it. 
There are many implications with Kerker’s actions, but the 
basic fact remains that Kerker is not satisfied Zettler is 
qualified for the job (even though her program is exceptional 
enough to be adopted). 
What students can do to alleviate this and other cases like it 
in the future is two-fold. One, make it known to fellow 
students such a situation exists, and two, communicate 
orally and through written material. 
Kerker is not an unreasonable person and, quite possibly, 
just needs reinforcement with students’ approval-letters for 
Zettler as instructor of Women’s Health. 
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It sometime seems the housing crisis in the U.S. is so 
deep it would be impossible to reshape the market and its 
negative aspects. Making decent, affordable housing 
available to all U.S. citizens seems to be a fleeting dream. 
But there are successful national housing systems, such 
as Sweden’s, which meet the needs of their citizens by 
catering to people, not profits. Sweden is similar enough to 
our country that we could learn some useful lessons from 
One indication of the degree to which rents have been 
kept under control is that the average worker pays the same 
portion of his income towards rent as he-she did in the 1930’s. 
This is unlike the Arcata Area in which rents in major 
apartment complexes have increased 14 times faster than 
income, according to Humboldt Housing Action Project 
Also, rent control boards were set up in the 1940’s on a 
State level and in local communities. If a tenant feels his-her 
rent is unfair, he-she may go before the local Rental Board to 
contest it. Rents are set in relation to a tenants ability to pay 
and subsidies are available to reduce rent costs. 
A cornerstone of Swedish housing policy is that housing 
Shall not be a source of profits. The fundamental need for 
shelter is placed above profit motivations. 




Humboldt Housing Action Coordinator 
costs, the Swedish government acquired large amounts of 
property which it uses for non-profit housing. It has 
emphasized aiding non-profit housing cooperatives through 
provision of land and construction funds. As a result, over 
two-thirds of all housing in Sweden is cooperatively owned, 
publicly owned or non-profit. Housing speculation is reduced 
by allowing the government to buy all property and housing 
as it comes on the market. Purchases are made through the 
provision of funds to local municipalities. 
Much of the privately owned housing is subsidized, 
bringing the percentage of government assisted housing to 90 
percent. 
For us in the U.S., the Swedish housing system provides a 
fine example of humane treatment for those with pressing 
basic needs and respect for essential human rights. 
The housing sector of our nation’s economy reflects 
the direct conflict between private profit systems ana social 
needs. We should realize that Sweden’s equitable system did 
not come into existence overnight—it is the product of decade 
of planning and struggle to eliminate economic conflict and 
to meet social needs. 
The U.S. system could be reorganized in a similar 
manner. It will take time and trouble, but if we are to solve 
our nation’s housing crisis we must address human needs 
before we take care of corporate profit. 
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HERE COMES THE COMEDY 
ROMANCE OF THE YEAR! 
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by Bill Quinn 
HSU holds a speech’ tourna- 
ment every year. This year was 
no exception. Over a hundred 
students from 10 other colleges 
descended upon the HSU campus 
last week, all of them hoping to 
take home a trophy. 
There was one big difference 
this year. HSU and College of the 
Redwoods (CR) decided to 
co-host the tourney. Contestants 
spent the first day of the 
tournament here and the second 
day at CR. 
In honor of the occassion, HSU 
Speech Coach Suzanne Larson 
and Richard Pinscak, her count- 
erpart at CR, decided to rename 
the tournament, calling it the 
Redwoods Invitational Speech 
Tournament. 
Over 100 contestants 
HSU-CR co-host tourney 
According to Coach Larson, 
Penscak had wanted CR to have 
its own yearly speech tournament. 
To avoid splitting the participat- 
ing colleges between CR and 
HSU, the two coaches arranged 
to have a joint tournament this 
year, deciding against having 
their tournaments on alternating 
years as some colleges do: 
Except for debate 
Except for debate, which is a 
team event, most students com- 
peted in one o: six individual event 
categories. These categories in- 
clude impromptu, oral interpre- 
tation, argumentative analysis, 
persuasion, speech critcism and 
expository speaking events. 
There were three preliminary 
rounds in the individual event 
categories. Those who were 
  
judged to have the highest scores 
were allowed to compete in the 
final round. As co-hosts of the 
tourney, students from CR and 
HSU did not participate in the 
finals. 
Those who scored the highest 
were given trophies at the 
awards ceremony. 
Besides giving out trophies for 
debate and individual events, two 
sweepstakes trophies were a- 
warded tn University of Southern 
California and San Francisco 
City Coilege for capturing the 
most trophies at the tournament. 
Awards of this type are given to 
the top four-year and two-year 
colleges. 
Coach Larson said she felt the 
co-host tournament was a suc- 
cess and said she would ‘“‘look 
favorably’’ upon having a similar 
arrangement next year. 
Were all the bank 
a student needs. 
If you’re looking for the bank that can do the most for you, chances 
are you'll be looking into Bank of America. 
We offer a complete range of basic student banking services: 
College Plan*® Checking. Personal Choice Savings Plans, and if you 
qualify, Student BankAmericard* Visa* overdraft protection, 
and more. 
Including Consumer Information Reports to — you with 
the kind of straight-to-the-point facts you need to know about 
banking, establishing credit, financing an education, and many 
other subjects. 
Our Reports cover a range of topics. And you can pick up your 
copies free at any one of our branches. Without obligation. 
You see, quite frankly, we want to be your bank. But we know 
it’s not what we want that matters. What matters is what you want. 
And that’s why we're hoping we can help you learn more 
about banking. 
We figure the more you know about it, the more you're going 
to want to bank with the bank that can do you the most good, both 
in school and after. 
Quite a few Californians think that's us. If you look into it 
thoroughly enough, we think you'll agree. 
Depend on us. More California college students do. 
BANK OF AMERICA NT&SA. MEMBER FDIC 
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   Campus grounds refined { 
to suit students’ liking 
(Continued from front page) 
Students may be negatively affected by 
some aspects of their campus because 
they do not have a feeling of strong assoc- 
iation or familiarity with the landscape, 
which is important, especially when 
under stress, he said. 
“T get the response from people taat 
this is a nice campus that could be a lot 
nicer,” Gallagher said. ‘“‘The campus 
environment must fulfill certain needs. 
“If students could make changes and 
add their own touches, it would be more 
special to them,”’ he said. 
Most people prefer landscapes that 
have very refined foregrounds, or areas 
that people deal with constantly. 
Foregrounds should be fairly open and 
organized with lots of things to look at, 
while backgrounds should be full of 
natural and wild things. 
“A nice contrast would be 60-70 percent 
natural, with the rest ornamental,”’ 
Gallagher said. 
Landscaping ideas 
Native plants through campus corri- 
dors, with flowers and color in doorways 
and plantboxes are some things he would 
like to see. 
Ken Katsuyoshi, superintendent of 
Grounds and Landscapes Services, said 
he would also like to see a lot more 
floral-type colors. 
Katsuyoshi said slightly over a 
hundred native trees—Redwood, grand 
fir and some pines—have been planted on 
campus this year. The trees were from 
the California State Divsion of Forestry. 
He said they were being planted in 
areas that are io be left virtually natural 
and that have no plans for construction in 
the future. 
“The trees have mostly been planted 
on the frontage road, embankments and 
entrance ways into the campus,’’ 
Katsuyoshi said. 
“It won’t look like a forest,’’ he said, 
“but like you are going into an estate.” 
No trees next to buildings 
Trees were not planted next to 
buildings because of the problems they 
would cause in the future. 
Katuyoshi was hired here in May, 1977 
after working at College of the Redwoods 
for about four years. He said one could 
see color there almost every season 
because ‘‘they planned on plant material 
that would do well in a certain season.” 
Rhododendrons, Andromedeas, Aze- 
leas, Hydrangeas and Hebes are the most 
commonly found floral plants on the HSU 
campus. 
“The temperature is just too even here 
for many colorful plants and trees that 
need hot summers,’’ he said, ‘and 
ornamental plants can become quite 
expensive.”’ 
Gallagher also said the cost of 
ornamentals was too high to use them 
abundantly, but that they should be used 
where their effects are most needed. 
“Historically there has not been a lot of 
communication with Plant Operations,”’ 
Gallagher said. . 
Goals need defining 
He said the campus needed to define 
some sort of goals to deal with the 
problem of lack of communication 
between students, faculty, the landscape 
architects and the campus planning 
commission, about campus appearance. 
“One goal would be to make campus 
landscaping an extension of education,” 
Gallagher said. 
The idea of a field studies class that 
would enable students to do some of the 
actual landscaping design and planting is 
a possibility Gallagher would like to 
explore. 
New design course 
Next quarter he will be teaching a 
special course, for all students interested 
on landscape design with heavy 
emphasis on ecology. 
Dr. John Hennessey, executive assis- 
tant to the president, said he would soon 
be doing a survey on campus to find out 
what the students and faculty think the 
major priorities are in dealing with 
campus landscaping and building. 
Dr. Don Lawson, director of campus 
projects and research, said he would like 
to see a committee to advise the 
landscape architects on the flora, fauna 
and soils in this region. 
“I don’t know if there is a master plan 
for the landscaping,’ he said, ‘‘but 
George Preston, chief of Plant Opera- 
tions, is interested in having one so he 
will have some long range plans to work 
with.”’ 
‘‘We are so profoundly oriented, and 
have so much to work with,’’ Gallagher 
said. ‘‘The potential is there to make this 
a very beautiful and unique campus.”’ 
Helios 
    
Attention University 
Organizations! ! ! 
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SJSU president’s resignation demanded 
by Bruce Taylor 
San Jose State University’s (SJSU) 
President, John Bunzel ‘‘does not involve 
himself in student politics,’’ his spokes- 
person said. ‘‘There is no comment.” 
So Bunzel’s feelings about the recent 
clamor at SJSU for his resignation are 
open to conjecture. 
But a good guess might be that Bunzel, 
in his seventh year as president, is 
feeling beleaguered. 
SJSU is having problems and he is 
getting a lot of the blame for everything 
from the severe parking shortage to the 
recent wave of rapes occurring on and 
near the campus. 
SJSU’s student council voted unani- 
mously last month to demand that Bunzel 
resign, saying that ‘‘in failing to fulfill 
the legal obligations of his office (he) has 
lost trust, respect and ability to deal with 
the university problems.” 
Low morale 
The resolution also charged that 
Bunzel ‘‘has contributed to low faculty 
and student morale,” citing his ‘‘dis- 
regard for departmental autonomy; lack 
of initiative in meeting student demands 
for leadership, trust and involvement; 
and heavy-handed promotion policies.”’ 
Two members of the city council and 
the Spartan Daily, the school’s daily 
newspaper, have also called for Bunzel’s 
resignation, and the local chapter of the 
United Professors of California (UPC) 
asked that he submit to a review like 
other faculty members. 
{areas 
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Included among his critics are San 
Jose Mayor Janet Gray Hayes and 
Assemblyperson John Vasconcellos (D- 
San Jose chairperson of the Assembly 
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa- 
tion. 
Bunzel supports Bakke 
Bunzel’s support of Allan Bakke’s 
reverse discrimination case has done 
little to make him more popular and his 
office has been the scene of several 
demonstrations this fall by Affirmative 
Action supporters. 
Last month a group of 19 professors 
asked Bunzel to resign and called for the 
democratic election of all top adminis- 
trators. 
All this at a campus which, according 
to Spartan Daily Editor Tony Bizjak, is 
not experiencing any great resurgence ot 
political activism. 
‘“‘The student body as a whole is really 
pretty quiet, except about this rape 
thing,’”’ Bizjak said last week. 
Rape problem continues 
By last Thursday there had been eight 
rapes and nine attempted rapes in the 
campus area since July 1. Two rapes and 
three attempts had been reported in the 
last four days. 
Federal funds are being spent to 
provide additional security and police 
have been checking ID’s on campus after 
7 p.m. for the last month, but the rapes 
continue. 
‘‘Bunzel’s doing the best he can as far 
as that goes. He’s not shirking his 
Specializing in Sicillian Style Pizza 
Spinach Pies, Celestial Salads 
Everything prepared on the premises, whole wheat or 
white crust available, vegetarian & meat selections. 
We use The Best Possible Ingredients Available. 
ting Expresso Coffee Machine In Humboldt County 
iL a Fe ey Sd 
overnight 
NORTHTOWN ARCATA  
responsibility there,’’ Bizjak said. 
The parking situation at the university 
has strained relations with the city of San 
Jose and the city council-recently passed 
a preferential parking ordinance limiting 
student parking on residential streets. 
“‘Bunzel has come up with no concrete 
solutions to the problem in the last year 
and a half,”’ Bizjak said’ ‘‘The city just 
finally got fed up.”’ 
Low faculty morale 
Low faculty morale is of course not 
unique to SJSU in these days of declining 
enrollments and budget cuts but a poll 
taken by the San Jose Mercury News last 
summer suggested that ‘professorial 
morale at the university is low and Dr. 
Bunzel is responsible for it to a large 
Bunzel has made no public response to 
the demands for his resignation but he 
did meet privately with 19 members of 
the student council and has since met 
with staff and some faculty. 
“He seems to be trying to make a 
comeback,” Bizjak said. ‘‘The whole 
thing is not that he’s a total jerk, he just 
doesn’t have the public relations.”’ 
‘‘Another president could do the same 
things and get along fine. He just doesn’t 
have the PR,”’ Bizjak said. 
by Jim Iavarone 
Residents and the manager of 
‘the Mai-Kai Apartments were 
left angry and annoyed last 
weekend as repeated bomb 
threats forced the residents to 
evacuate three times and have 
their rooms searched by local 
police. 
A person with a voice police 
described as sounding ‘‘male and 
slightly nasal’’ made six tele- 
phone calls to the Arcata police 
and the Mai-Kai last Thursday 
and Friday, threatening ‘‘to blow 
the s.o.b. off the face of the 
earth.’’   
BG tn the Pythian Castle 
B ithe H, Arcata 
RECEIVE 
Abed 
will receive graduate 
Engineering 
Many bomb threats cause 
3 evacuations of Mai-Kai 
ONE PER CUSTOMER 
The caller made no demands 
and gave no reason for his 
actions, and searches by police of 
the grounds, roof, storerooms 
and tenants’ rooms turned up no 
bombs. 
The repeated calls prompted 
Mary Barber, manager of the 
Mai-Kai, to evacuate the building 
Friday night and hire a security 
guard. 
However, no more calls had 
been received by Sunday evening 
and things had returned to 
normal at the apartment. 
The Arcata police are investi- 
gating the calls.   
PLANTASIA 
with this coupon 
ecieve a 2 1/4” plant FREE 
i while they last 
Soffer good until Monday, Nov. 21.8 
i) 
Pp: 
10 to 5.30 
i 822-6719 Mon. thru Sat. 
$600 A MONTH 
DURING YOUR SENIOR YEAR 
If you're a junior or senior with demonstrated ability in 
math and physics, you may be eligible. If you are i 
selected for the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate 
Program, the Navy will pay you over $600 a month for 
10 months of your Senior year. Seniors qualify as soon 
as accepted. After graduation, and commissioning, you 
level training in Nuclear Power 
Plant Theory and Operation. 
Upon completion of Nuclear Power School, you will 
receive a $3000 bonus and will be eligible for a 
$20,000 bonus after four years service. 
Navy Nuclear Engineering 
- Most Advanced Nuclear Technology 
- Immediate Responsible Engineering Position 
- Required Application Of Under-grad Studies 
- Valuable Graduate Level Training In Nuclear 
Submit Transcripts or Resume to: 
NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS 
1515 Clay St. Rm. 818 
Oakland, CA...94612 -: 
(415) 273-7377
Alternative birthing safe 
at Mad River Hospital 
by Lisa Gates 
Natural-style births have been per- 
formed in the home for centuries-some 
successful, some not. However, at the 
Mad River Community Hospital there is 
an alternative birthing method provided 
that has been proven both natural and 
safe. 
An ‘Alternative Birth Room” (AB 
Room) was created four months ago in 
the Mad River Community Hospital in 
order to provide prospective mothers 
with an environment similar to home yet 
with the proper medical assistance 
available if necessary. 
According to Chris Carmesin, a 
registered nurse and spokesperson for 
the AB Room, many women have and 
will continue to give birth in their homes, 
in spite of the risks. 
Many attempted home births have 
resulted in emergency situations due to 
last minute complications. The patient is 
usually rushed to the hospital in an 
ambulance destroying any natural 
environment originally intended. 
Community needs 
The alternative birth room was 
created, Carmesen said, ‘‘because we're 
often getting patients under less than 
optimal conditions,’’ and the AB Room is 
one way of ‘‘meeting community 
needs.” 
The AB Room is furnished with a bed 
and colorful bedspread, a rocking chair, 
dresser, table, pictures, and plants. 
During birth, up to five people may be 
in the room with the patient including the 
father, nurses and doctor. If the birth 
proceeds totally without complication, 
the patient and baby may leave six hours 
after birth. 
Patients wishing to use the AB room 








including a review of their medical 
history. In addition, the mother must 
have taken classes in the Lamaze method 
of childbirth, two classes on using the AB 
room at the hospital, and an orientation 
class in which requirements for using the 
AB room and possible complications are 
discussed. 
Patient can move 
The AB room is used only as long as the 
birth proceeds normally. If at any time 
the baby encounters stress, if labor stops 
or goes on too long, or any other 
complications arise, the patient is moved 
from the room to a ‘‘clinical’’ delivery 
room where all medical devices and 
assistance are at hand. 
Elizabeth Lee, administrator at the 
hospital, said the AB room is still 
considered ‘‘pretty experimental.” 
According to Lee, all the other 
hospitals in the area are ‘‘waiting to see 
what happens with us’’ before they 
consider implementing one of their own. 
The AB room also depends on 
colmunity involvement and feedback. 
‘We're very receptive to the public,” 
Lee said, adding ‘‘there is a strong school 
of thought that the baby starts out life 
better’ when attention is focused upon a 
completely natural, healthy birth. 
Couple pleased 
Lee Bragg, and her husband William, 
residents of Eureka, recently used the 
AB room and were pleased with it. 
According to Bragg, she had had some 
poor hospital experiences in the past and 
‘wanted to be absolutely coherent and in 
control in any hospital experience.”’ 
“I don’t like someone else making 
decisions about my life,’’ Lee said, ‘‘or 
my children.” 
The Braggs’ first child, two years old, 
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A lightweight cork footbed bonded to an outersole of 
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EAVESDROPPING--R. N. Betty Blandini listens to the heartbeat of a 
future Humboldt County resident. 
she was born in a hospital on a delivery 
table. 
Lee said she ‘really did enjoy’’ her 
first birth but wanted ‘‘to improve on it.” 
“If I weren’t so conscious of what could 
go wrong,”’ Lee said, ‘“‘I’d love a home 
delivery . ; but I wanted the safety of a 
medical back-up.”’ 
Lee feels the AB room is a ‘‘safe place . 
. . where you can enjoy what you’ve 
pulled off together.’’ She added there was 
technical assistance if you needed but it 
‘‘doesn’t encumber you.”’ 
Suggests ‘‘doctor shopping” 
The experience and the nursing care, 
Lee said, were ‘‘fantastic.”” She sug- 
gested for ‘‘people in a quandry about 
their birth, I would emphasize shopping 
around for a doctor’ who would be totally 
committed to natural childbirth. 
Currently, the rate for use of the AB 
room is $450 as opposed to a ‘‘clinical’’ 
birth which averages $1,500. 
Photo by John Flinn 
It should be noted, however, if any 
complications arise which necessitate 
the use of any extra medical assistance, 
the cost increases. 
Although the AB room seems to be a 
perfect compromise, it is often difficult 
for patients to find doctors willing 
perform natural childbirth. 
Some doctors are against it in 
principal, others for financial reasons. 
Many patients find it difficult to get a 
doctor who will accept them under 
Medi-cal. 
“We do not discriminate against 
Medi-cal patients on the basis of 
money,’’ Lee said, but rather the doctors 
who are “‘paid one-half or less of normal 
delivery charges’’ under Medi-cal. 
According to Lee, the AB room “‘is not 
put forward as an economic thing,” but 
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Companions for children 
by Mark McDonald 
The ‘‘Together” program was started 
by Youth Educational Services (Y.E.S.) 
to give the community an opportunity to 
benefit from the sociological and 
psychological resources at HSU. 
In spring, 1969, ‘‘Together’’ was 
founded to tutor children from ages five 
through 17. Once the tutorial program 
began, there was ‘‘a need to provide an 
adult role model,” Dorothy Stengle, 
director of Together, said. 
Many of the youngsters were emo- 
tionally disturbed. They needed cam- 
panionship which went beyond tutoring. 
“Together’’ became an organization 
similar to the national Big Brother-Sister 
program. It gives kids the attention and 
care they need to help them both socially 
and psychologically. 
People helping people 
“It’s just people helping people,” 
Bruce Siggson, executive director of 
Y.ES., said. 
“If you come to me witha program you 
want to start,” Siggson continued, ‘‘I’ll 
say Good! Great! Let’s do it. I'll help you 
get an office, a phone and supplies, etc. 
“Then, it’s all on you. It’s successful 
because of you . . . and you'll come back. 
You’ve been given permission to be 
creative . . . by the fact that we’ve 
supported your efforts.”’ 
Siggson, who was director of ‘‘To- 
gether” from 1973 through 1975, says that 
some of the children go to other 
programs are still with the organization 
at Y.E.S. after they are in high school. 
Encouraged by volunteers 
Dorothy Stengel is the current director 
of ‘“‘Together.”’ She is very encouraged 
by the present group of volunteers. 
“They're a really good group, a really 
tight group,” Stengel said. 
She added, “‘The problem is that 
volunteers don’t know what is expected 
of them, but they’re all energetic.”’ 
Training for volunteers is being 
provided by John Gai, (pronounced 
‘‘guy’’) assistant professor, social 
Mumbolét State University 
Mumbo! ét State University Foundation 
welfare, who is the faculty adviser and 
resource person for ‘‘Together”. Weekly 
meetings include films of child psycho- 
logy, speakers—like counselors and 
psychiatrists—and other activities of 
social work. 
Volunteers 
The requirements for volunteers in the 
“Together’’ program are four. The 
volunteer must: 1) make a commitment 
for two quarters; 2) spend four hours per 
week together with the little brother or 
sister; 3) attend the volunteers’ weekly 
meeting and 4) keep a journal of weekly 
activities and what they felt about it. 
“Some of the volunteers have been 
involved with the program for two or 
three years,’’ Stengel said. 
Volunteers may earn from two to four 
units of credit in Sociology 158B or 58B, 
Stengel said. 
Activities 
In general the various activities 
depend on the preference of the 
individuals involved. They may go for a 
nature walk, go to a movie, or attend 
special events—like the Halloween party 
held recently. 
Stengel said some proposed activities i¢™ 
are a group cruise on the Madaket and a 
trip to Ferndale to see ‘‘Arsenic and Old 
Lace.’’ Another possibility is to rent the 7 
municipal auditorium for a day for roller ~ 
skating. 
Children are referred to the program : 
by school counselors, : probation officers, 
teachers, friends and other agencies, and 
by word-of-mouth. 
Conversely, when a volunteer encoun- 
ters a battered or abused child, there can 
be a referral made to the Child 
Protection Services which then has 
authority to handle the case with the 
parents and with the courts. 
Siggson pointed out that this is Y.E.S. 
Awareness Week. He encourages every- 
one to come to the quad throughout the 
week where Y.E.S. members will 
provide information. 
CALIFORNIA STATE GHIVERSITY AMD COLLEGES AUXILIARY ORGANIZATION 
Stetement of Financia! Condition 
 
Y-E-S. tutorial program provides an adult role model 
for children between the ages of 5 and 17. 
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 The sneakiest enemy 
may victimize you next 
by Jeri Eaton 
They say, ‘‘Paranoia runs deep 
in the heartland.’’ I do not know 
who they are or what the 
statement means. 
But I do know paranoia runs 
deep in most people when they 
see others with running eyes and 
stuffed noses. Because you know 
those germs and those people 
with the germs are out to get you. 
People who are generally 
stingy seem to be more than 
generous with their germs. You 
can try to hide from them, but 
they will find you. 
~In desparation you run to the 
nearest drug store and stock-up 
on an assortment of hopeful 
preventions. You load up with 
pills, sprays and cough drops. At 
home, with a tinge of madness 
you pop 20 C’s, 20 A’s and other 
vitamins—just in case. 
You spray your room with 
disinfectant and eat a couple of 
oranges. Feeling secure you go to 
bed. 
Vital signs 
In the morning you check all 
your vital signs. Throat—okay. 
Nose—okay. Eyes—okay. 
‘‘Ha, ha! I have beat them this 
time,”’ you think. But you neglect 
to think this is Friday—the 
enemies best day—because your 
defenses are let down. 
You truck off to school feeling 
secure. Even though there is a 
slight drizzle, you feel you are the 
victor. Unfortunately, you have 
won the battle—not the war. 
You are set for the rain. You 
have on your boots, plastic macs 
Dining 
LUNCH 
Mon-Sat 11am to 2pm 
SUNDAY BRUNCH 
1oam to 2pm 
DINNER 
Daily spm to 1opm 
LOUNGE 





and are carrying your fold-up 
umbreila. 
At school you hear of afew 
parties for that night. You decide 
you will go but take it easy. You 
figure if you just drink a couple of 
beers and head home you will be 
fine. After all, you are feeling 
terrific. 
You go te the party and start 
slow . . . one or two beers, right? 
Wrong. You have paid your buck 
for the keg, so what the heck .. . 
you will have a couple more. 
Before you know it you do not 
care how much you drink or that 
its raining outside, or that all the 
terrific people at the party have 
colds. 
You are getting a little warm in 
the party. The idea strikes you 
that wouldn’t it be great to go 
walking in the mud without your 
shoes. The mud squishing bet- 
ween your toes sounds wonderful 
in that nice cool air—right? 
You and your friend grab 
another beer and head for the 
wild outdoors. Your walk turns 
into a_ full-fledged mud fight. 
Somehow you make it back to 
the party, but that is about all you 
remember. 
You wake up the next morning 
on your friend’s kitchen floor. 
You are wet. Your throat is sore. 
Your eyes are watering. Your 
nose is stuffed. 
you have lost again. They have 
got you when you were not 
looking. They are the victors. 
You are the latest victim of The 
Humboldt Crud. 
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Culture Scene 
by Peter Pennekamp 
Bridge coordinator 
“Allegro Non Troppo?” No, it is not by an 
Italian composer, but close. Allegro in this case 
is an Italian parody of Disney’s ‘‘Fantasia.” 
Reportedly outstanding as well as hysterical, the 
film will be showing at the Arcata in December. 
Word has it they are booking ‘‘Fantasia’’ as well, 
but it is not yet confirmed. 
A common complaint about the Arcata-Minor 
is that it is difficult, if not impossible, to get 
requests booked. 
According to Mike Thomas, part owner and 
programmer for the Minor Corporation, this is 
due to the following reasons: 
Mike lives in San Francisco and communica- 
tes daily with Linda, Ruth and Robin in the 
Arcata office. Most requests, however, go to 
local part-owners of the corporation with whom 
Mike has infrequent contact. Therefore, if you 
have a request, talk to Linda, Robin or Ruth. 
Another problem 
Another problem is that films requested are 
frequently out of distribution or only available in 
16mm. For example, “Fiddler on the Roof,” 
which was recently requested, has been 
withdrawn from 35mm circulation for this vear. 
Mike Thomas is a busy individual. In addition 
to being part-owner and programmer of the 
Minor Corporation and the Strand Theater in San 
Francisco, he programs sixteen other theaters in 
California, including Garberville. 
There is, however, one way in which the Minor 
gets the best treatment. It is inexpensive. For 
example, ‘‘Casablanca” and ‘Play it Again,  
  
    
Sun Mon Tues 
20*21*22 
ete 
Rosé   
Wed Thurs Fri 
23*24 02502 
oe 
Sam”’ were double-billed at the Minor: 
admission $1.25. The same bill also played at the 
U.C. Theater in Berkeley, also booked by 
Thomas: admission $3.00. 
Low prices 
Ticket prices in Humboldt County in general 
are extremely low. For example, this writer 
knows of not one first-run theater in San 
Francisco which has ticket prices as low as the 
State Theaters. 
, The Bridge showed ‘‘La Hora de Los Hornos”’ 
last year—all three parts for $1.00, while the 
Roxie in San Francisco showed part one last 
month for $2.00. 
Alexandre Lagoya will be playing at HSU the 
day after he plays U.C. Berkeley. Although 
U.C.’s Zellerback Auditorium seats 2,000, as 
opposed to Van Duzer’s 700, admission costs are 
an average of 50 cents more at Berkelev 
Tonight 
Tonight at 8 p.m., a film by Fellini, ‘‘La Dolce 
Vita,” and a film on Fellini, ‘“‘A Director’s 
Notebook,”’ will be presented by The Bridge for 
free. Felix Greene’s most recent film, ‘‘Tibet,’’ 
which was shown at U.C . Berkeley last week, 
will be showing at The Bridge tomorrow and 
Friday: admission 50 cents. 
The Bridge Cinemateque will be showing 
Saturday the original ‘‘King Kong”’ at the early 
show and D.H. Lawrence’s ‘‘Sons and Lovers’’ at 
the late show. On Sunday the Cinemateque will 
be showing ‘‘Supershow’’ with Led Zeppelin and 
Stephen Stills. 
If you’re into ski films, don’t miss ‘‘The Last of 
the Ski Bums”’ at College of the Redwoods on 
Thursday and Friday. a   
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Extra second deprives 
harriers of title 
by John Cressy 
A second-faster time by one of 
two HSU harriers was all that 
was needed to win the NCAA 
Division III Saturday in Cleve- 
land, Ohio. 
Unfortunately that extra se- 
cond placed the ‘Jacks in second 
for the second year in a row as 
Occidental College emerged the 
victor with a low 149 score to 
HSU’s 152. 
Occidental’s fourth man finish- 
ed with a 26:48 time on the 
8,000-meter Case Western Re- 
serve University course, three 
places ahead of HSU’s third man 
Chris Speere, who had an 
identical time. 
Also, if HSU’s fourth man Jerry 
Tucker placed four notches 
higher in a pack of five runners 
with identical times, the ‘Jacks 
would have been the winners. 
“That’s how close it was to 
winning a gold trophy instead of a 
silver one,’’ Coach Jim Hunt said. 
“That’s life.” 
Premature winners 
Another frustration for the 
FWC Cross Country Coach of the 
Year was that his team was 
prematurely named the winners. 
But it was later found that one 
of the Occidental runners had 
been shoved into the individual 
shoot instead of the team shoot 
and the scores changed. 
Hunt did not feel short-changed 
though. 
“There-was no problem with 
the scoring,” Hunt said. ‘It just 
took a long time to get it 
straight.” 
Dale Kramer of Carleton 
College in Minnesota was the 
repeat winner of the race with a 
25:44 time. 
The ‘Jacks’ highest finisher 
was Scott Peters who placed 12th. 
Ken Hammer joined Peters as an 
All-American with a 23rd place 
finish. 
Other HSU finishers were 
Frank Ebiner in 51st, DeWayne 
Little in 129th and Tony Munoz in 
189th. 
The race was run in six inches 
of snow by 396 _ harriers 
from 52 schools. 
Hunt thought the snow was a 
factor in that it accounted for 
slower times, ‘‘but it wasn’t a 
factor in team placing because 
the first two teams were 
California schools.’’ 
Hunt will lose Peters, Hammer 
and Tucker to graduation, but 
Speere, Ebiner, Little and Munoz 
will return. With them and a fine 
group of freshmen runners, Hunt 
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SET TO PLUNGE into the 50-yd freestyle race is HSU's 
Buffer Hamilton during Friday's swim meet — San 
Francisco State. The ‘Jacks won 118-39. 
ar ack, 
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If you’re a graduating civil, 
electrical or mechanical 
engineer who isn’t afraid of 
jumping feet first into one of the 
most complex problems of the 
decade—the energy shortage — 
PG&E may have a job for you. 
The work is challenging. 
The pay is good. And the benefits 
are above average. 
If you'd like to do something 
meaningful with your life, as 
well as earn a good living ina 
job with good security, there 
may be an opportunity for you 
at PG&E 
Contact John Clemson, PG&E 
Professional Employment 
Office. 245 Market Street, 
San Francisco, CA. 
PGYE 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
—men and women.   
by John Cressy 
Football 
The traditional ‘‘Axe”’ slipped 
from the ‘Jacks’ grasp when 
Chico State tight end Bob 
DeGraves caught a 51-yard 
touchdown pass from quarter- 
back Terry Stokes with 36 
seconds to play to give the . 
Wildcats a 21-16 win Saturday. 
The pass nullified Jim Living- 
ston’s 30-yard field goal for HSU 
with 1:35 left in the game giving 
the ‘Jacks a 16-14 lead. 
The win gives Chico State a 
shot at the FWC title. They take 
their 3-0-1 conference record with 
them when they play UC Davis 
Saturday. The ‘Jacks close out 
their season Saturday when they 
travel to Hayward State. HSU’s 
record is 1-2-1 in the FWC and 
5-3-1 overall. 
Women’s swimming 
The ‘‘Swimmin’ Women’’ 
easily defeated San Francisco 
State University Friday night 
118-39, winning 15 of the 19 events. 
First place finishers for HSU: 
400-yd medley—4: 32.4 




- 200-yd individual medley—Sue 
Rodearmel—2: 28.6 




100-yd freestyle—Paula Karl— 
58.6 










50-yd freestyle—Paula Karl— 
26.2 (ties school record) 
200-yd butterfly—Candace 
Gregory—2: 59.3 
400-yd freestyle relay—4:04.4 
The swim team resumes GSC 
action Friday when it swims 
against Hayward State at 7:30 in 
the Natatorium. 
Sailing club 
The HSU Sailing Club lost two 
team races Saturday to UC 
Berkeley and Stanford Univer- 
sity in Redwood City. 
In team racing, each team 
races three boats of the same 
class. The team with the highest 
places wins, according to club 
member Greg Wrisley. 
Wrisley said Berkeley and 
Stanford finished first and second 
in the Northern California Inter- 
collegiate Sailing Association 
(NCISA) last year. 
Women’s relay run 
Women, regardless of age or 
ability, are needed to participate 
in the 200 x 440 Yard Relay on 
Sunday at noon on the HSU track. 
Each woman will run around 
the track, then pass the baton on 
to the next, until 200 women have 
each run 440 yards. Certificates 
will be given to all participants. 
One must register in advance 
at 114 West Gym or by contacting 
Joli Sandoz at 826-3533 as soon as 
possible. A 50 cent entry fee is 
payable the day of the relay. 
Last February 160 women each 
ran a lap for a world’s record.
Craven challenges 
runners, leg injury 
by Dennis Weber 
Distance running is a chal- 
lenge. Carrie Craven is a 
distance runner who has em- 
braced the challenge, setting and 
meeting goals, overcoming in- 
jury, and continuing to strive for 
higher and further goals. 
Craven is a member of the 
HSU Redwood Runners and the 
women’s track team. A freshman 
from Columbus, Ohio, Carrie has 
been running competitively 
since she was 8-years-old. 
It was then that she was invited 
to join the Ohio Track Club after 
a coach saw her competing in a 
Junior Olympics meet. Craven 
ran seven and a half years with 
the club and collected a hat full of 
laurels along the way. At one 
time or another she held 10 state 
championships for her age in the 
long jump and in distance racing. 
Best showing 
Last year was her best showing 
yet. Running in the AAU Jr. 
National Cross Country Cham- 
pionships, Craven finished 23rd. 
In the spring, she was ninth in the 
AAU Jr. Track Championships at 
3000-meters. What makes these 
performances so impressive is 
that she was only a few months in 
training after coming off a severe 
leg injury which kept her from 
running for nearly two and a half 
years. 
“You can call it ‘The Overuse § 
Syndrome’,”’ explained Craven. ff 
‘All the years of running on hard 
surfaces built up scar tissue on & 
leg and damaged the & 
muscles.’’ After seeing several § 
specialists, the choices of surgery J 
or laying off running faced § 
my 
Craven; she opted for the later. 
Resumes training 
Every month Craven tested the 
leg but the pain persisted until 
last September when she felt she 
was ready to resume training. At 
that time she intrusted her 
coaching to boyfriend Richie 
Smith. 
Smith blames Craven's old 
coach and his techniques for the 
injury,” It was a direct result of 
his coaching that Carrie was 
injured so badly and for so long.”’ 
At the Ohio Track Club the 
standard training format was 
running many miles at slow pace, 
often hard roads and tracks. # 
Smith changed that. ‘I believe in 
quality not quantity,’’ com- 
mented Smith. 
He set up a program for Craven 
which stressed no running on 
hard surfaces, less distance and 
running at a pace closer to that 
she would encounter in a race. 
It was this program along with 
Craven’s own desire that brought 
her back to form. 
Not even last year’s bitter 
winter stopped Craven from her 
daily workouts. 
“There were times when the 
wind was so bad we would drive 
out in to it and run back with it,” 
Craven said. 
Sometimes the temperature hit 
-50 degrees without the wind-chill 
factor. Smith said working 1n foul 
- weather has positive aspects. 
ems ee 2 049 
  
    
  
  
        
“Most runners train indoors 
when the weather is bad, but 
running in it I think thoughens 
you up and gives you a 
psychological edge in competi- 
tion.”’ 
It was the nasty weather and a 
desire to run at a non-scholarship 
school this year that brought 
Craven to HSU. 
Craven felt northern California 
was the ideal place for running. 
“I’m tired of freezing winters,” 
quipped Craven, ‘‘here there are 
lots of places to run and its a 
moderate climate.”’ 
Craven also sought the low key 
atmosphere that women’s track 
at HSU adheres to. ‘‘I don’t want 
the pressure of a scholarship.” 
she said. 
Running family 
Craven comes from a running 
family. Both her parents run, 
though not in competition, and 
helped with financial and moral 
support. An older borther and 
younger sister also run. 
“Laura is the star of the 
family,’’ admitted Craven. ‘‘She 
holds several world records for 
distance running for 12-year- 
olds.”’ 
Laura has held world records 
since she was 6 and is now sought 
after by national meets and 
sponsors who pay expenses to 
meets and give her free equip- 
ment. 
Carrie finds other rewards 
from running. ‘It’s good for your 
ee a a a a nd 
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personal well being. If I wasn’t 
running I’d be doing something 
else to stay healthy,” reflected 
Craven. “‘It is satisfying to set 
and meet a goal.” 
“T like running by myself, it’s a 
time to yourself where you can 
just get back in to the woods.”’ 
commented Craven. 
How do her coaches see her? 
“Carrie is a constant com- 
plainer in workouts, and inconsis- 
tent,’’ Smith said. ‘‘But in a race 
she never has a bad perfor- 
mance. She is strong willed, 
mentally tough and physically 
stronger than most of her 
opponents.”’ 
Sense of humor 
Women’s Track Coach Joli 
Sandoz, who coaches Carrie when 
she runs for HSU, added, ‘‘She is 
a hard worker, level headed, and 
has a good sense of humor which 
I think is important. She is going 
to help the club and the team.” 
Proving that earlier in the 
year, Craven ran second in the 
Shasta Invitational Cross Coun- 
try Meet, first among collegiate 
runners. 
Alas, HSU is blessed with 
Craven’s talents for only a year 
as she intends to transfer next 
year to another institution. 
Humboldt will serve as a training 
ground until then. Craven has 
already been approached about 
scholarships by the Universities 
of Oregon and Tennessee. 
“‘We’re glad to have her here, 
even if it’s for only a year or so,”’ 
Sandoz said. 
i a | 
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Crochet Cotton, Kits, 
Books, Yarns, 
Beads, Macrame Cord 
 
   935 G St. 
NOVEMBER 19TH LOCATED IN THE JACOBY STOREHOUSE 
DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF THE ELEVATOR, STORE 106 
IN DOWNTOWN ARCATA 
SKISALES AND R 
CROSS COUNTRY 
WE SELL ENTALS 
Tennis-Racket ball 
Handball -demo rackets 
tennis fashions 
ski apparel Car racks  
skis poles boots 
  
        exclusive of Arcata: racket stringing-1 day service  
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Coach Cheek rosy over wrestling team 
by Ray Richmond 
Most athletic coaches, when making 
predictions for an upcoming season, 
prefer to avoid the brash and optimistic 
approach and play it safe with boring 
statements like, “I think we'll be 
competitive.” 
Not HSU Wrestling Coach Frank 
Cheek. 
“We're the team to beat in the Far 
Western Conference,’’ Cheek said sim- 
ply. “‘They’re all looking up at us. If we 
lose it, it will be because we get beat up 
and hurt, ’cause nobody’s better than 
us.”’ 
There are reasons for Cheek’s 
optimism. As he heads into his ninth 
season coaching the HSU wrestlers, he 
‘inherits five starters from last season’s 
17-2 Far Western Conference champion, 
including three individual conference 
champions and one national champion. 
And to go along with all that, Cheek had 
one of his best recruiting years ever, 
rounding up perhaps his finest team. The 
squad begins its campaign Tuesday night 
against powerful rival San Jose State on 
the HSU campus at 7 p.m. in the East 
Gym. ‘ 
“San Jose is tough,’ Cheek related, 
“they won the Pacific Coast Athletic 
Conference title last season, and we 
didn’t just beat them, we clobbered ’em, 
28-10. We’ve beat them three of the last 
four years.” 
Big Axe 
After taking the FWC championship 
last season, the Big Axe from HSU went 
to the Nationals in New York and finished 
a tremendous second out of 92 NCAA 
Division III schools, losing only to host 
Brockport State in the finals, 96-92. 
‘Along the way, during the season, we 
knocked off UCLA, Stanford, UC 
Berkeley, and quite a few others,”’ Cheek 
said. ‘‘We also beat a great team, 
Portland State, by a crushing 30-12. This 
year we'll do even better!”’ 
While it will be tough to beat a finish of 
second in the nation and a 6-0 conference 
mark, Cheek has the talent to mow ‘em 
down again. 
In the 118 pound class, sophomore 
George White returns after a pheno- 
menal freshman year in which he won 17 
matches and was the squad’s third 
leading scorer with 64 points. 
‘George has wrestled some of the best 
guys in the United States and beat quite a 
few,”’ Cheek said, ‘‘and he’ll be even 
now.” 
With the graduation of starter Dan 
Carlson, the 126 pound class is up for 
grabs between sophomores Lyle Wilks 
and Gus Arroyo, and freshman Marty 
Nellis. 
Wilks had a 6-2-1 record on the varsity 
last season, and Arroyo 5-2-1 in limited 
team experience. Nellis, from Poway 
High in the San Diego area, is a section 
champion who placed sixth in the state 
tournament. 
Space opens 
The moving up of Far Western 
Conference champion Richard Hubble to 
the 142 division opens up the 134 to three 
candidates, Jim Fernandez, Keith 
Hawks, and Burt Van Duzer. 
Fernandez, a junior, comes from 
Moorpark College, where he won an 
outstanding 38 matches and was the 
team’s No. 1 wrestler last year. 
Hawks, a freshman from Eureka High, 
placed fourth in the state high school 
tournament last year. Van Duzer is a 
junior from College of the Redwoods. 
He’s an Academic All-American, and he 
Cg 
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GREG SARVINSKI 
5’ 8” 210 Ibs. 
Junior 
Defensive Tackle 
Greg made eight tackles, 
had two quarterback sacks, 
recovered one fumble and 
knocked ; loose another in the 
"Jacks 21-16 loss to Chico State. 
has run cross country as well as 
wrestled. 
Hubble, a senior who won over 20 
matches each of the last three seasons as 
an HSU grappler, heads the way in the 
142 pound class along with red shirt Art 
Serros. Serros comes in as a junior after 
an injury two years ago. 
All-American Jim Luster returns but 
moves up to 150 pounds after winning the 
FWC title and gaining runner-up honors 
in the nation. A senior, he won 24 matches 
last season, including the prestigious San 
Francisco State Tournament. 
“Jim’s a great wrestler, but he’ll have 
quite a battle with Jon Sylvia for the 
starting slot,’’ Cheek said. 
Sylvia already defeated Luster in a 
wrestle-off, and he has proved he’ll be 
one of the teams’ best. Sylvia, a junior, is 
a CR transfer at 150 pounds who won the 
Northern California section Champion- 
ship at 142. He also won three 
Humboldt-Del Norte League titles while 
at Eureka High. 
The choice 
Cheek feels the 158 pound class is a 
major question mark. The ‘Jacks have to 
find a replacement for All-American 
Mike Karges from the juniors Chris 
Platis, Eddie Scen and Randy 
Campbell. _ 
Platis (Palomar College), Scantling 
(Sierra), and Campbell (Chaffey) all. 
have two years of experience at the JC 
level. 
Cheek has a man he feels is ‘‘one of our 
best recuits’” in Junior College All- 
American Tom Pender of San Jose City 
College. Pender, at 167 pounds, will 
receive help from freshmen David Bell of 
Santa Maria High, and Mark Murdock of 
San Mateo. 
Recruiting heavily at the 177 pound 
class, Cheek has six men battling for the 
starting varsity spot vacated by the 
graduation of All-American Kris Henry. 
Vying at 177 will be Mike Scott, a 
sophomore from Shasta College, who 
won the Golden Valley Conference title 
last year as a freshman. David Wilhite, a 
freshman from Castro Valley High, was 
340-0 last year, is a National Judo 
Champion of the U.S. and Mexico, and 
was an All-American wrestler in high 
school. 
Another outstanding freshman com- 
peting at 177 is Matt Mendoza, a two-time 
Arizona State High School Champion. 
Also two JC transfers, Mike Martinez of 
CR and Sam Razo of Santa Barbara, pose 
a threat for the starting slot. Martinez is 
a GVC champion. 
All-American and National Champion 
Eric Woolsey returns in the 190 class 
after a brilliant football season as the 
leading rusher for the ‘Jacks. But he will 
have his work cut out for him in his bid 
for the starting spot. 
Woolsey, a senior, will be battling 
Junior College All-American Wayne 
Nickerson of Palomar, who earned his 
honors as a heavyweight. He switches to 
190 for HSU. 
Returning for his third season as a 
Lumberjack in the heavyweight class is 
junior Marcos Lopez. He beat the FWC 
champion last season before closing in 
the finals, and he comes in 25 pounds 
heavier at 210. Also in the heavyweight 
class will be freshman David Clark from 
Richmond. 
Tight group 
“We haven’t got any kissin’ cousins 
here,” Cheek stated. ‘‘The squad has 
been trimmed down from 55 guys. 
(Continued on page 15 ) 
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The wrestlers practice six days a week, aa we 
drilling two and one half hours a day, 
Monday thru Friday and five and a half 
     
  
     
  
‘You've got to make pain your friend, oF ehaame otnt Sunt 
not your enemy,’’ Cheek continued. the 
“‘We’ve had guys who were great, but ONE COUPON rger Shoppe 
they couldn’t make pain their friend so PER CUSTOMER PLEASE. Bu a 
they lost it. There’s no nonsense here. Wher ‘el ek “ ' 
. Each man loses 4-5 pounds each practice seeqce on Be i ol ‘is “ 
session. Smell the sweat .. . ? That’s the 
smell a coach loves . . . the smell of hard 
on Saturday (double workout). It’s a § i 
training schedule not for the weak at 5 a 
heart. ie g 
“Since we can’t give scholarships, like, u ONLY $] 14 i Say Oklahoma State, the athletes withthe ¥ best talent go elsewhere,”’ Cheek said. 5 THRU @ “So we have to make up for it with . Nov. 19 conditioning. That’s what makes a great i 
ai athlete. Our philosophy is that a § —" A ‘ie a well-conditioned wrestler will destroy his a eee a | opponent in the third (last) round, and it a ged gar Mavnersed et 1535 G St. 
usually happens. a onion and cuisine dressing Northtown, Arcata. a \ 5 a 
£ ei 
§ a 
5     work.”’ 
Photo by John Flinn Cheek emphasized that last season’s ENTER TH i= ATA NO KISSIN’ COUSINS - Art Serros (top) and Burt Van — been placed eight oon in a friend: i @ conference top 10, was the most 
nae are becoming friends of pain during last spirited and had the best leadership of we 2 night's HSU Wrestle-Off. Serros won the 134 pound any of his squads, although he had 
match; 13-4. comparable teams abilitywise. In 1977 
Cheek hopes to get off to a good start ot awl (Continued from page 14) against San Jose and take the FWC 
Everyone that’s here now wants to again. 
Work is definitely something an HSU “If they beat us, its not becasue we're wrestler has to be familiar with. Cheek is not good enough but becasue we didn’t = a conditioner, working his men to want it. We’re the best, though, and I t-shirt exhaustion. But his methods work . . . 
and bring results d
on’t See anyone beating us.”’ 
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Student appointments’ 
constitutionality viewed 
by Ziba Rashidian 
Appointments to two of three vacant 
at-large seats on the Student Legislative 
Council (SJ.C) by Associated Students 
(A.S.) President Gregg Cottrell will be. 
taken before the Student Judiciary 
sometime this week, to determine the 
constitutionality of such. presidential 
appointments. 
Cottrell made the appointment of 
Tersa Martinelli and Kathy Forthun at 
last Thursday’s meeting. He said Dave 
Bush, A.S. vice-president, would contest 
the appointments before the Student 
Judiciary to clarify a conflict in the 
constitution brought about by a two-year- 
old amendment. 
The amendment states that the A:S. 
president can appoint representatives to 
vacant seats on the council to serve for 
the remainder of a quarter and that 
runners-up in the next election would fill 
these positions. 
When this amendment was adopted, 
elections were held each quarter and 
there were no school seats. There are 
now seven school seats, five at-large 
seats and one freshman representative 
seat on the council. Elections for school 
and freshman seats are held in the fall 
and for at-large seats in spring. 
Student judiciary to decide 
The Student Judiciary will determine 
whether the intention of the amendment 
was to allow the president to make 
appointments for the remainder of the 
term. In this case, the terms would 
expire this spring. 
If the Student Judiciary decides the 
appointments are unconstitutional, the 
three at-large positions made vacant by 
the resignations of Phil Dean, Diane 
Warde and Robert Triplett could be on 
this fall’s ballot. If this is the finding of 
the judiciary, the deadline for filing 
petitions for nomination would be 
Dubious elections to be held 
extended, according to Stan Mottaz, 
student resource coordinator. 
The council also approved an advisory 
referendum and a constitutional amend- 
ment to appear on this fall’s ballot. The 
referendum asks, ‘‘Should student fees 
be used to subsidize those public 
transportation systems that serve the 
students?”’ 
The grand jury proposal, adopted by 
Interim Government this summer, was 
repealed by the council at last 
Thursday’s meeting. The council ap- 
proved placement of the grand jury 
proposal on the ballot as a constitutional 
amendment. 
The Student Grand Jury was designed 
to investigate all actions and policies of 
the A.S. government. The Student 
Judiciary can only make rulings on the 
constitutionality of SLC actions. The 
amendment requires a two-thirds ma- 
jority student vote to pass. 
Scher new chairperson 
The SLC elected Ed Scher as 
chairperson of the council by a 7—5 vote 
over Marj Huddleston. The chair position 
became vacant when Mike Berke 
resigned from the position and the 
council on Nov. 4. Scher had been 
chairperson pro tempore. 
Huddleston was elected chairperson 
pro tempore with no op position. 
In other action, the council: 
—approved the intent to organize 
the General Assembly of United Black 
Students. 
—approved the appointment of Tom 
Birkholz to the Committee on Energy 
Consumption and to the Committee-on 
Admission, Probation, Disqualification 
and Reinstatement.   
(~ Housing problem discussed    i 
  
Quality questioned 
by Jim Iavarone 
A recent housing report by the 
Humboldt Housing Action Project 
(HHAP), which calls attention to 
Arcata’s zero vacancy rate and subse- 
quent high demand for housing, adds 
weight to the City Council’s recently 
voiced concern about the quality of 
construction in Arcata. 
With demand (and rents) so high, there 
is some fear that the temptation to build 
quickly will result in a lot of poor quality 
construction in the area. 
Employes blow whistle 
Councilperson Wesley Chesbro said the 
problem was brought to his attention by 
some employes of local contractors. 
“What they claimed,’’ Chesbro ex- 
plained, ‘‘was that the contractors ran 
out of approved materials and, because 
they were in a hurry, used substandard 
stuff, like the wrong sizes of lumber, 
instead.”’ 
The employes wished to remain 
anonymous and Chesbro declined to 
name the places reported on until the ~ 
build had been inspected again. 
In a letter to HHAP Coordinator Kevin 
Gladstone, the council expressed concern 
about possible construction abuses, but 
said they cannot ‘“‘take any concrete 
action . . . until documented proof is 
available of specific problems.”’ . 
According to Gladstone, HHAP is 
now working on a research project which 
could provide such documented proof. 
New construction analyzed 
The project is an analysis of new 
construction in Arcata since January, 
1975, and its effects on housing 
economics. 
“We intend to examine how the supply 
of housing has grown in Arcata,” Glad- 
stone said, ‘‘and then try to determine 
what effect this growth has had on the 
area’s rent levels. 
‘‘But we are also going to interview the 
tenants in these new places to find out if 
they’re having problems related to poor 
construction.” 
The project researchers have begun 
gathering general information about 
buildings that have been recently 
constructed or are under construction 
now. This information includes the 
location of new housing, who the owners 
are and what the assessed values of the 
buildings are. 
According to Melissa Kramer, who is 
working on the HHAP project, there have 
been 230 building permits issued since 
1975. Most of these are single-family 
houses and nine apartments. 
Housing shortage continues 
“Even taking into account the 
apartments that are not yet finished,”’ 
Kramer said, ‘‘these still will not be 
enough to alleviate the housing short- 
age.” 
Besides checking for poor construc- 
tion, Kramer said emphasis will be 
placed on learning about who owns most 
of the apartments in the area. 
‘‘We want to see what big business is 
making off of us,’’ Kramer said, ‘‘and if 
our money is staying in or going out of the 
county. Then we’ll go to the renters to get 
their reaction about the quality of 
construction.” 
Complaints received 
According to Gladstone, he, like 
Chesbro, has received several com- 
plaints from tenants about drainage, 
plumbing and electrical problems; thin 
walls and the unattractive appearance of 
some places, which could reflect poor 
planning. 
“We don’t really know much about 
building materials ourselves,’’ Gladstone 
said, ‘‘so we’re going to mainly rely on 
tenants’ input. If they can’t detect any 
problems, we may find these complaints 
to be unfounded.”’ 
However, if evidence of poor construc- 
tion does turn up, it will be up to the city 
council to remedy the situation. 
“If there are violations of the building 
code we will, of course, strive to enforce 
the code,’’ Chesbro said. ‘‘if shoddy 
construction can pass the code, then 
  
additions to the code may be necessary.”’ 
by Mark McDonald 
A techni¢ally illegal election 
for Student Legislative Council 
(SLC) representatives will be 
held Nov. 30 and Dec. 1. 
The deadline for submitting 
candidate petitions is today. 
The elections are technically 
illegal because they are being 
held during the eighth and ninth 
weeks of the quarter. The 
Associated Student Body (ASB) 
Constitution says that elections 
must be held between the fourth 
and seventh weeks of the quarter. 
Recently appointed Elections 
Commissioner Larry Kuhn ag- 
reed the elections could. be 
contested on the grounds that 
they are being held later than the 
constitution requires. 
Reasons 
Kuhn had reasons for the late 
election. His appointment as 
elections commissioner came 
late in the quarter. He said the 
elections are being held later to 
give candidates time for cam-_ 
paigning. 
The ASB Code says there must 
be notice published 21 days in 
advance of the election. 
Kuhn said one section of the 
constitution is being violated in 
favor of the code ‘“‘because we 
don’t want to organize the 
election one week and hold it the 
next. It’s not fair to those running 
and those holding it.”’ 
The ASB elections code (Chap- 
ter 15, Section 6152) says, ‘‘An 
election may be contested . . . by 
a written statement of protest, 
dated by the Student Resources 
Office, submitted to the Elections 
Commission or the Student 
Judiciary before the polls close 
on election day.”’ 
If the Student Judiciary rules 
an election is in violation of the 
constitution or code, Kuhn said, 
“The results would be cancelled, 
the election declared unconstitu- 
tional and a new election called 
for.” 
Kuhn said he felt the protest, if 
it occurs, would be thrown out by 
the Student Judiciary. 
Another alternative 
The judiciary has another 
alternative, according to Stan 
Mottaz, student resources coor- 
dinator. If the election is 
contested, the judiciary may 
allow ASB President Gregg 
Cottrell to appoint students to fill 
the vacancies, rather than 
scheduling a new election. 
Cottrell appointments current- 
ly constitute a majority on the 
SLC. All current members of the 
Student Judiciary are also 
Cottrell appointments. 
Cottrell said Kuhn’s appoint- 
ment as election commissioner 
came late because he had so 
many other appointments to 
make. He called it ‘‘a matter of 
priorities.” 
According to the new elections 
code adopted by Interim Student 
Government this summer, there 
should be five elections commis- 
sioners appointed by the ASB 
president to supervise the elec- 
tion. 
Cottrell blamed difficulty in 
finding students to fill the 
positions as the reason for having 
only one commissioner. 
Cottrell added, ‘‘I don’t think it 
hurts student representation to 
hold the election two weeks 
later.’”’ 
Students will be voting Nov. 30 
and Dec. 1 for five school, two 
divisional and one freshman 
representative to the SLC. (Con- 
trary to an earlier report in The 
Lumberjack, freshmen will vote 
for both a freshman representa- 
tive from the school of their 
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